Wiki Features tab
Overview
Use this tab to enable and conﬁgure speciﬁc wiki features.

Related Topics
Wiki

To Access
From the Administer Wiki page, click the Features tab.

Option

Description

Add a slideshow button on
wiki pages

Default
Disabled

Backlinks

Present a list of pages that link to the current page.

Disabled

Backlink page names
maximum displayed length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

0 characters

Show articles

Articles linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show blog posts

Blog posts linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show calendar events

Calendar events with a description linking to a wiki page
are shown as backlinks..

Enabled

Show comments

Comments linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show forum posts

Forum posts linking to a wiki page are shown as
backlinks.

Enabled

Show tracker items

Tracker items linking to a wiki page are shown as
backlinks.

Enabled

Show trackers

Trackers with a description linking to a wiki page are
shown as backlinks.

Disabled

Show tracker ﬁelds

Tracker ﬁelds with a description linking to a wiki page
are shown as backlinks.

Disabled

Discuss pages on forums

Enabling the option will add, on each wiki page, a
Discuss button that links to a forum thread dedicated to
discussion of the particular page.

Disabled

Forum for discussion

None

Option

Description

Default

Visibility of discussion

Just a button among others (default), or special section

In the button bar
(default)

 In the button bar (default) | Special section above button bar

Export

Users can export individual pages and structure pages
content as a ﬁle (requires tiki_p_admin_wiki permission).

Disabled

Geolocate wiki pages

Provide controls to indicate a geographic location of wiki
pages in the edit form.

Disabled

History

Users (with permission) can see the history of each wiki
page.

Enabled

Maximum number of
versions:

0 for unlimited

0 versions

Keep versions for

Do not delete versions younger than this number of
days.

1 days

View page contributions by
author

Visualize the contributions that diﬀerent authors have
made to a wiki page

Disabled

Display IP address

Disabled

Default diﬀ style

 Only with last version | HTML diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ
by characters | Inline diﬀ | Inline diﬀ by characters | Full side-by-side
diﬀ | Full side-by-side diﬀ by characters | Full inline diﬀ | Full inline diﬀ
by characters | Uniﬁed diﬀ | Side-by-side view

Side-by-side diﬀ

Wiki full history

Record all versions, rather than only when page content
or description changes or when an edit comment is given

Disabled

Import HTML

Enable import of HTML pages. 

Disabled

Import pages
Keywords

Disabled
Allow management of keywords on a per-page basis.

Page creators are
administrators of their pages

Disabled
Disabled

Mindmap

Display in a graphical way the connection among wiki
pages.

Disabled

Rankings

Users can see several charts or rankings about the page.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Rating

Enables adding a poll from the polls feature to a wiki
page. The poll is unique to the page, created from a “poll
template” which is created in the Polls feature: set a
poll’s ‘active’ drop-down to “template”.
Permissions involved: group permissions,
wiki_vote_ratings, wiki_view_ratings, ratings_view_results

Disabled

Sandbox

A special page to test the wiki feature that can edited,
but the content is not saved.

Disabled

Date Field

The ﬁeld indexed as the global "date" ﬁeld
You will need to rebuild the search index after changing
this

Created

 Created | Last Modiﬁed

Use date parameter

Allow wiki page version to be selected from a parameter
"date" on the url.

Disabled

Report it in wiki links

Add the date parameter to wiki links.

Disabled

User's information page

A personal wiki page for each user.

Disabled

Userpage preﬁx

All userpages share a common preﬁx. The page name
will be a concatenation of the preﬁx and the username. A
preﬁx is required.

User:

Users can lock pages

Enable users to lock pages and so prevent others from
editing them

Disabled

View source

Users (with permission) can see the wiki and/or HTML
syntax of the page.

Enabled

Wiki copyright

Apply copyright management preferences to this
feature.

Disabled

Wiki page pagination

Enable the separation of a wiki page's content into a set
of two or more paginated pages.

Disabled

Wiki page separator

The separator to use in wiki page content to mark the
end of each page section

...page...

Wiki references

Permits using references and the reference library.

Disabled

Library references

Enforce library reference as master

Disabled

Display reference in a
popover

Display the details of the reference in a popover

Disabled

Reference style

Default style when using references

AMA citation style
(default)

 AMA citation style (default) | MLA citation style

Option

Description

Default

Simple wiki ratings

Enable users to rate wiki pages based on a simple
numeric scale. 

Disabled

Wiki rating options

List of options available for the rating of wiki pages

0,1,2,3,4,5

Redirect to similar wiki page

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to a similarly
named page

Disabled

Redirect pages using these
preﬁx-alias semantic links

Comma-separated list of page name preﬁxes for pages
that will be redirected to other pages with a semantic
link

None

Semantic links

Going beyond Backlinks functionality, this allows some
semantic relationships to be deﬁned between wiki pages.

Disabled

Similar pages

Display a list of pages named similarly to the current
page.

Disabled

Similar pages only listed in
same language

When listing similar pages, such as on a "page not
found" page, only display pages in the same language as
the request page.

Disabled

Redirect to page alias, if any

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to an alias
page, if speciﬁed using an alias semantic link

Enabled

Semantic link types to use as
page alias markers

Comma-separated list of semantic links to identify a
page as an alias of another

Alias

WikiWords

Automatically convert "CamelCase" words into wiki links.

Disabled

Accept dashes and
underscores in WikiWords

Enabled

Link plural WikiWords to their
singular forms

Enabled

Use ﬁle galleries for wiki
attachments

Wiki attachments will be stored in the ﬁle gallery. 

Disabled

Attachments

Allow users to upload (attach) ﬁles to a page.

Disabled

Display by default
Storage

Disabled
 Store in database | Store in directory

Path (if stored in directory)
Images

Store in database
None

Allow users to upload images to a page.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Use ﬁle galleries to store
images

If not enabled, images will be stored in the ﬁle system, in
the /img/wiki_up directory, instead.

Enabled

Comments below wiki pages

Users with permission may post threaded comments.
The comments will appear at the bottom of the page.

Disabled

Allow comments per wiki
page

Enable control of comments on wiki pages on a per-page
basis.

Disable

 Disable | Enable (default On) | Enable (default Oﬀ)

Display comment list by
default
Display order

Disabled

 Newest ﬁrst | Oldest ﬁrst | Points

Points

Display Post new comment
form by default

Disabled

Enable watches on
comments

Enabled

Number per page

10 comments

Structures

Structures allow grouping any number of wiki pages in a
hierarchy, with a common navigation bar and the option
to print them all together as a single HTML document.

Disabled

Structure navigation bar
location

Display Next and Back buttons, breadcrumbs, and a form
to add a new page.

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Open page as structure

Open a page within its structure (with structure
navigation, etc.), even if no structure parameter is given
in the URL

Disabled

Make structure from page

Show a button below each wiki page to allow converting
it from a simple wiki page into the root page of a new
structure

Disabled

Categorize structure pages
together

Place new pages of a structure in the same category as
the structure's root page

Disabled

Structures drill down menu

Ajax-style menu in which the user moves through the
page hierarchy by clicking to reveal the next level down

Disabled

Lock Wiki Structures

Enable users to lock wiki structures and so prevent
others from editing them

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Create webhelp from
structure

If enabled, the Structure Admin page will include a new
option for generating WebHelp (a self-contained, HTML
“help” version of the wikii structure). Use this option to
distribute wiki pages to oﬄine users in a usable format.

Disabled

Pages can reoccur in
structure

A page can be listed multiple times in a structure

Disabled

Pages not in structure

Users (with permission) can see the sortable, searchable
list of wiki pages (tiki-listpages.php). Use the
Conﬁguration area to specify which items to display.

Disabled

Disable inherited direct
object permissions

Normally pages will inherit object permissions from their
parent page. However, object permissions override
category permissions. So, if you are relying on category
permissions in structures, you may want to consider this
setting, in order to disable inheritance of direct object
permissions when adding pages from a structure

Disabled

Plugin Table of Contents
(Structure)

Display a table of contents of pages in a structure

Enabled

Create watch for author on
page creation

Disabled

Enable watch events when
you are the editor

Disabled

Watch minor edits

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the
namespace separator.

:_:

Hide namespace indicator in
structure path

Hide namespace indicator in structure path.

Disabled

Hide namespace indicator in
page title

Hide namespace indicator in page title.

Disabled

Center text using ::: instead
of ::

Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator

Disabled

Page name display stripper

The character(s) to use as a delimiter in the page name.
The portion of the name after the character(s) will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts
with the namespace separator, the namespace is used
and the page name display is not stripped.

None

Option

Description

Default

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Add a slideshow button on
wiki pages

Disabled

Backlinks

Present a list of pages that link to the current page.

Disabled

Backlink page names
maximum displayed length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

0 characters

Show articles

Articles linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show blog posts

Blog posts linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show calendar events

Calendar events with a description linking to a wiki page
are shown as backlinks..

Enabled

Show comments

Comments linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show forum posts

Forum posts linking to a wiki page are shown as
backlinks.

Enabled

Show tracker items

Tracker items linking to a wiki page are shown as
backlinks.

Enabled

Show trackers

Trackers with a description linking to a wiki page are
shown as backlinks.

Disabled

Show tracker ﬁelds

Tracker ﬁelds with a description linking to a wiki page
are shown as backlinks.

Disabled

Discuss pages on forums

Enabling the option will add, on each wiki page, a
Discuss button that links to a forum thread dedicated to
discussion of the particular page.

Disabled

Forum for discussion
Visibility of discussion

None
Just a button among others (default), or special section
 In the button bar (default) | Special section above button bar

Export

Users can export individual pages and structure pages
content as a ﬁle (requires tiki_p_admin_wiki permission).

In the button bar
(default)
Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Geolocate wiki pages

Provide controls to indicate a geographic location of wiki
pages in the edit form.

Disabled

History

Users (with permission) can see the history of each wiki
page.

Enabled

Maximum number of
versions:

0 for unlimited

0 versions

Keep versions for

Do not delete versions younger than this number of
days.

1 days

View page contributions by
author

Visualize the contributions that diﬀerent authors have
made to a wiki page

Disabled

Display IP address

Disabled

Default diﬀ style

 Only with last version | HTML diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ
by characters | Inline diﬀ | Inline diﬀ by characters | Full side-by-side
diﬀ | Full side-by-side diﬀ by characters | Full inline diﬀ | Full inline diﬀ
by characters | Uniﬁed diﬀ | Side-by-side view

Side-by-side diﬀ

Wiki full history

Record all versions, rather than only when page content
or description changes or when an edit comment is given

Disabled

Import HTML

Enable import of HTML pages. 

Disabled

Import pages
Keywords

Disabled
Allow management of keywords on a per-page basis.

Page creators are
administrators of their pages

Disabled
Disabled

Mindmap

Display in a graphical way the connection among wiki
pages.

Disabled

Rankings

Users can see several charts or rankings about the page.

Disabled

Rating

Enables adding a poll from the polls feature to a wiki
page. The poll is unique to the page, created from a “poll
template” which is created in the Polls feature: set a
poll’s ‘active’ drop-down to “template”.
Permissions involved: group permissions,
wiki_vote_ratings, wiki_view_ratings, ratings_view_results

Disabled

Sandbox

A special page to test the wiki feature that can edited,
but the content is not saved.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Date Field

The ﬁeld indexed as the global "date" ﬁeld
You will need to rebuild the search index after changing
this

Created

 Created | Last Modiﬁed

Use date parameter

Allow wiki page version to be selected from a parameter
"date" on the url.

Disabled

Report it in wiki links

Add the date parameter to wiki links.

Disabled

User's information page

A personal wiki page for each user.

Disabled

Userpage preﬁx

All userpages share a common preﬁx. The page name
will be a concatenation of the preﬁx and the username. A
preﬁx is required.

User:

Users can lock pages

Enable users to lock pages and so prevent others from
editing them

Disabled

View source

Users (with permission) can see the wiki and/or HTML
syntax of the page.

Enabled

Wiki copyright

Apply copyright management preferences to this
feature.

Disabled

Wiki page pagination

Enable the separation of a wiki page's content into a set
of two or more paginated pages.

Disabled

Wiki page separator

The separator to use in wiki page content to mark the
end of each page section

...page...

Wiki references

Permits using references and the reference library.

Disabled

Library references

Enforce library reference as master

Disabled

Display reference in a
popover

Display the details of the reference in a popover

Disabled

Reference style

Default style when using references

AMA citation style
(default)

 AMA citation style (default) | MLA citation style

Simple wiki ratings

Enable users to rate wiki pages based on a simple
numeric scale. 

Disabled

Wiki rating options

List of options available for the rating of wiki pages

0,1,2,3,4,5

Redirect to similar wiki page

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to a similarly
named page

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Redirect pages using these
preﬁx-alias semantic links

Comma-separated list of page name preﬁxes for pages
that will be redirected to other pages with a semantic
link

None

Semantic links

Going beyond Backlinks functionality, this allows some
semantic relationships to be deﬁned between wiki pages.

Disabled

Similar pages

Display a list of pages named similarly to the current
page.

Disabled

Similar pages only listed in
same language

When listing similar pages, such as on a "page not
found" page, only display pages in the same language as
the request page.

Disabled

Redirect to page alias, if any

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to an alias
page, if speciﬁed using an alias semantic link

Enabled

Semantic link types to use as
page alias markers

Comma-separated list of semantic links to identify a
page as an alias of another

Alias

WikiWords

Automatically convert \"CamelCase\" words into wiki
links.

Disabled

Accept dashes and
underscores in WikiWords

Enabled

Link plural WikiWords to their
singular forms

Enabled

Use ﬁle galleries for wiki
attachments

Wiki attachments will be stored in the ﬁle gallery. 

Disabled

Attachments

Allow users to upload (attach) ﬁles to a page.

Disabled

Display by default
Storage

Disabled
 Store in database | Store in directory

Path (if stored in directory)

Store in database
None

Images

Allow users to upload images to a page.

Enabled

Use ﬁle galleries to store
images

If not enabled, images will be stored in the ﬁle system, in
the /img/wiki_up directory, instead.

Enabled

Comments below wiki pages

Users with permission may post threaded comments.
The comments will appear at the bottom of the page.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Allow comments per wiki
page

Enable control of comments on wiki pages on a per-page
basis.

Disable

 Disable | Enable (default On) | Enable (default Oﬀ)

Display comment list by
default
Display order

Disabled

 Newest ﬁrst | Oldest ﬁrst | Points

Points

Display Post new comment
form by default

Disabled

Enable watches on
comments

Enabled

Number per page

10 comments

Structures

Structures allow grouping any number of wiki pages in a
hierarchy, with a common navigation bar and the option
to print them all together as a single HTML document.

Disabled

Structure navigation bar
location

Display Next and Back buttons, breadcrumbs, and a form
to add a new page.

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Open page as structure

Open a page within its structure (with structure
navigation, etc.), even if no structure parameter is given
in the URL

Disabled

Make structure from page

Show a button below each wiki page to allow converting
it from a simple wiki page into the root page of a new
structure

Disabled

Categorize structure pages
together

Place new pages of a structure in the same category as
the structure's root page

Disabled

Structures drill down menu

Ajax-style menu in which the user moves through the
page hierarchy by clicking to reveal the next level down

Disabled

Lock Wiki Structures

Enable users to lock wiki structures and so prevent
others from editing them

Disabled

Create webhelp from
structure

If enabled, the Structure Admin page will include a new
option for generating WebHelp (a self-contained, HTML
“help” version of the wikii structure). Use this option to
distribute wiki pages to oﬄine users in a usable format.

Disabled

Pages can reoccur in
structure

A page can be listed multiple times in a structure

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Pages not in structure

Users (with permission) can see the sortable, searchable
list of wiki pages (tiki-listpages.php). Use the
Conﬁguration area to specify which items to display.

Disabled

Disable inherited direct
object permissions

Normally pages will inherit object permissions from their
parent page. However, object permissions override
category permissions. So, if you are relying on category
permissions in structures, you may want to consider this
setting, in order to disable inheritance of direct object
permissions when adding pages from a structure

Disabled

Plugin Table of Contents
(Structure)

Display a table of contents of pages in a structure

Enabled

Create watch for author on
page creation

Disabled

Enable watch events when
you are the editor

Disabled

Watch minor edits

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the
namespace separator.

:_:

Hide namespace indicator in
structure path

Hide namespace indicator in structure path.

Disabled

Hide namespace indicator in
page title

Hide namespace indicator in page title.

Disabled

Center text using ::: instead
of ::

Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator.
Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator

Disabled

Page name display stripper

The character(s) to use as a delimiter in the page name.
The portion of the name after the character(s) will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts
with the namespace separator, the namespace is used
and the page name display is not stripped.

None

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Option

Description

Add a slideshow button on
wiki pages

Default
Disabled

Backlinks

Present a list of pages that link to the current page.

Disabled

Backlink page names
maximum displayed length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

0 characters

Show articles

Articles linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show blog posts

Blog posts linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show calendar events

Calendar events with a description linking to a wiki page
are shown as backlinks..

Enabled

Show comments

Comments linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show forum posts

Forum posts linking to a wiki page are shown as
backlinks.

Enabled

Show tracker items

Tracker items linking to a wiki page are shown as
backlinks.

Enabled

Show trackers

Trackers with a description linking to a wiki page are
shown as backlinks.

Disabled

Show tracker ﬁelds

Tracker ﬁelds with a description linking to a wiki page
are shown as backlinks.

Disabled

Discuss pages on forums

Enabling the option will add, on each wiki page, a
Discuss button that links to a forum thread dedicated to
discussion of the particular page.

Disabled

Forum for discussion
Visibility of discussion

None
Just a button among others (default), or special section
 In the button bar (default) | Special section above button bar

In the button bar
(default)

Export

Users can export individual pages and structure pages
content as a ﬁle (requires tiki_p_admin_wiki permission).

Disabled

Geolocate wiki pages

Provide controls to indicate a geographic location of wiki
pages in the edit form.

Disabled

History

Users (with permission) can see the history of each wiki
page.

Enabled

Maximum number of
versions:

0 for unlimited

0 versions

Option

Description

Default

Keep versions for

Do not delete versions younger than this number of
days.

1 days

View page contributions by
author

Visualize the contributions that diﬀerent authors have
made to a wiki page

Disabled

Display IP address

Disabled

Default diﬀ style

 Only with last version | HTML diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ
by characters | Inline diﬀ | Inline diﬀ by characters | Full side-by-side
diﬀ | Full side-by-side diﬀ by characters | Full inline diﬀ | Full inline diﬀ
by characters | Uniﬁed diﬀ | Side-by-side view

Side-by-side diﬀ

Wiki full history

Record all versions, rather than only when page content
or description changes or when an edit comment is given

Disabled

Import HTML

Enable import of HTML pages. 

Disabled

Import pages
Keywords

Disabled
Allow management of keywords on a per-page basis.

Page creators are
administrators of their pages

Disabled
Disabled

Mindmap

Display in a graphical way the connection among wiki
pages.

Disabled

Rankings

Users can see several charts or rankings about the page.

Disabled

Rating

Enables adding a poll from the polls feature to a wiki
page. The poll is unique to the page, created from a “poll
template” which is created in the Polls feature: set a
poll’s ‘active’ drop-down to “template”.
Permissions involved: group permissions,
wiki_vote_ratings, wiki_view_ratings, ratings_view_results

Disabled

Sandbox

A special page to test the wiki feature that can edited,
but the content is not saved.

Disabled

Date Field

The ﬁeld indexed as the global "date" ﬁeld
You will need to rebuild the search index after changing
this

Created

 Created | Last Modiﬁed

Use date parameter

Allow wiki page version to be selected from a parameter
"date" on the url.

Disabled

Report it in wiki links

Add the date parameter to wiki links.

Disabled

User's information page

A personal wiki page for each user.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Userpage preﬁx

All userpages share a common preﬁx. The page name
will be a concatenation of the preﬁx and the username. A
preﬁx is required.

User:

Users can lock pages

Enable users to lock pages and so prevent others from
editing them

Disabled

View source

Users (with permission) can see the wiki and/or HTML
syntax of the page.

Enabled

Wiki copyright

Apply copyright management preferences to this
feature.

Disabled

Wiki page pagination

Enable the separation of a wiki page's content into a set
of two or more paginated pages.

Disabled

Wiki page separator

The separator to use in wiki page content to mark the
end of each page section

...page...

Wiki references

Permits using references and the reference library.

Disabled

Library references

Enforce library reference as master

Disabled

Display reference in a
popover

Display the details of the reference in a popover

Disabled

Reference style

Default style when using references

AMA citation style
(default)

 AMA citation style (default) | MLA citation style

Simple wiki ratings

Enable users to rate wiki pages based on a simple
numeric scale. 

Disabled

Wiki rating options

List of options available for the rating of wiki pages

0,1,2,3,4,5

Redirect to similar wiki page

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to a similarly
named page

Disabled

Redirect pages using these
preﬁx-alias semantic links

Comma-separated list of page name preﬁxes for pages
that will be redirected to other pages with a semantic
link

None

Semantic links

Going beyond Backlinks functionality, this allows some
semantic relationships to be deﬁned between wiki pages.

Disabled

Similar pages

Display a list of pages named similarly to the current
page.

Disabled

Similar pages only listed in
same language

When listing similar pages, such as on a "page not
found" page, only display pages in the same language as
the request page.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Redirect to page alias, if any

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to an alias
page, if speciﬁed using an alias semantic link

Enabled

Semantic link types to use as
page alias markers

Comma-separated list of semantic links to identify a
page as an alias of another

Alias

WikiWords

Automatically convert \"CamelCase\" words into wiki
links.

Disabled

Accept dashes and
underscores in WikiWords

Enabled

Link plural WikiWords to their
singular forms

Enabled

Use ﬁle galleries for wiki
attachments

Wiki attachments will be stored in the ﬁle gallery. 

Disabled

Attachments

Allow users to upload (attach) ﬁles to a page.

Disabled

Display by default
Storage

Disabled
 Store in database | Store in directory

Path (if stored in directory)

Store in database
None

Images

Allow users to upload images to a page.

Enabled

Use ﬁle galleries to store
images

If not enabled, images will be stored in the ﬁle system, in
the /img/wiki_up directory, instead.

Enabled

Comments below wiki pages

Users with permission may post threaded comments.
The comments will appear at the bottom of the page.

Disabled

Allow comments per wiki
page

Enable control of comments on wiki pages on a per-page
basis.

Disable

 Disable | Enable (default On) | Enable (default Oﬀ)

Display comment list by
default
Display order

Disabled

 Newest ﬁrst | Oldest ﬁrst | Points

Points

Display Post new comment
form by default

Disabled

Enable watches on
comments

Enabled

Number per page

10 comments

Option

Description

Default

Structures

Structures allow grouping any number of wiki pages in a
hierarchy, with a common navigation bar and the option
to print them all together as a single HTML document.

Disabled

Structure navigation bar
location

Display Next and Back buttons, breadcrumbs, and a form
to add a new page.

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Open page as structure

Open a page within its structure (with structure
navigation, etc.), even if no structure parameter is given
in the URL

Disabled

Make structure from page

Show a button below each wiki page to allow converting
it from a simple wiki page into the root page of a new
structure

Disabled

Categorize structure pages
together

Place new pages of a structure in the same category as
the structure's root page

Disabled

Structures drill down menu

Ajax-style menu in which the user moves through the
page hierarchy by clicking to reveal the next level down

Disabled

Lock Wiki Structures

Enable users to lock wiki structures and so prevent
others from editing them

Disabled

Create webhelp from
structure

If enabled, the Structure Admin page will include a new
option for generating WebHelp (a self-contained, HTML
“help” version of the wikii structure). Use this option to
distribute wiki pages to oﬄine users in a usable format.

Disabled

Pages can reoccur in
structure

A page can be listed multiple times in a structure

Disabled

Pages not in structure

Users (with permission) can see the sortable, searchable
list of wiki pages (tiki-listpages.php). Use the
Conﬁguration area to specify which items to display.

Disabled

Disable inherited direct
object permissions

Normally pages will inherit object permissions from their
parent page. However, object permissions override
category permissions. So, if you are relying on category
permissions in structures, you may want to consider this
setting, in order to disable inheritance of direct object
permissions when adding pages from a structure

Disabled

Plugin Table of Contents
(Structure)

Display a table of contents of pages in a structure

Enabled

Create watch for author on
page creation

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Enable watch events when
you are the editor

Disabled

Watch minor edits

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the
namespace separator.

:_:

Hide namespace indicator in
structure path

Hide namespace indicator in structure path.

Disabled

Hide namespace indicator in
page title

Hide namespace indicator in page title.

Disabled

Center text using ::: instead
of ::

Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator.
Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator

Disabled

Page name display stripper

The character(s) to use as a delimiter in the page name.
The portion of the name after the character(s) will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts
with the namespace separator, the namespace is used
and the page name display is not stripped.

None

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Add a slideshow button on
wiki pages

Disabled

Backlinks

Present a list of pages that link to the current page.

Disabled

Backlink page names
maximum displayed length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

0 characters

Show articles

Articles linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show blog posts

Blog posts linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show calendar events

Calendar events with a description linking to a wiki page
are shown as backlinks..

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Show comments

Comments linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show forum posts

Forum posts linking to a wiki page are shown as
backlinks.

Enabled

Show tracker items

Tracker items linking to a wiki page are shown as
backlinks.

Enabled

Show trackers

Trackers with a description linking to a wiki page are
shown as backlinks.

Disabled

Show tracker ﬁelds

Tracker ﬁelds with a description linking to a wiki page
are shown as backlinks.

Disabled

Discuss pages on forums

Enabling the option will add, on each wiki page, a
Discuss button that links to a forum thread dedicated to
discussion of the particular page.

Disabled

Forum for discussion
Visibility of discussion

None
Just a button among others (default), or special section
 In the button bar (default) | Special section above button bar

In the button bar
(default)

Export

Users can export individual pages and structure pages
content as a ﬁle (requires tiki_p_admin_wiki permission).

Disabled

Geolocate wiki pages

Provide controls to indicate a geographic location of wiki
pages in the edit form.

Disabled

History

Users (with permission) can see the history of each wiki
page.

Enabled

Maximum number of
versions:

0 for unlimited

0 versions

Keep versions for

Do not delete versions younger than this number of
days.

1 days

View page contributions by
author

Visualize the contributions that diﬀerent authors have
made to a wiki page

Disabled

Display IP address

Disabled

Default diﬀ style

 Only with last version | HTML diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ
by characters | Inline diﬀ | Inline diﬀ by characters | Full side-by-side
diﬀ | Full side-by-side diﬀ by characters | Full inline diﬀ | Full inline diﬀ
by characters | Uniﬁed diﬀ | Side-by-side view

Side-by-side diﬀ

Wiki full history

Record all versions, rather than only when page content
or description changes or when an edit comment is given

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Import HTML

Enable import of HTML pages. 

Disabled

Import pages
Keywords

Disabled
Allow management of keywords on a per-page basis.

Page creators are
administrators of their pages

Disabled
Disabled

Mindmap

Display in a graphical way the connection among wiki
pages.

Disabled

Rankings

Users can see several charts or rankings about the page.

Disabled

Rating

Enables adding a poll from the polls feature to a wiki
page. The poll is unique to the page, created from a “poll
template” which is created in the Polls feature: set a
poll’s ‘active’ drop-down to “template”.
Permissions involved: group permissions,
wiki_vote_ratings, wiki_view_ratings, ratings_view_results

Disabled

Sandbox

A special page to test the wiki feature that can edited,
but the content is not saved.

Disabled

Date Field

The ﬁeld indexed as the global "date" ﬁeld
You will need to rebuild the search index after changing
this

Created

 Created | Last Modiﬁed

Use date parameter

Allow wiki page version to be selected from a parameter
"date" on the url.

Disabled

Report it in wiki links

Add the date parameter to wiki links.

Disabled

User's information page

A personal wiki page for each user.

Disabled

Userpage preﬁx

All userpages share a common preﬁx. The page name
will be a concatenation of the preﬁx and the username. A
preﬁx is required.

User:

Users can lock pages

Enable users to lock pages and so prevent others from
editing them

Disabled

View source

Users (with permission) can see the wiki and/or HTML
syntax of the page.

Enabled

Wiki copyright

Apply copyright management preferences to this
feature.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki page pagination

Enable the separation of a wiki page's content into a set
of two or more paginated pages.

Disabled

Wiki page separator

The separator to use in wiki page content to mark the
end of each page section

...page...

Wiki references

Permits using references and the reference library.

Disabled

Library references

Enforce library reference as master

Disabled

Display reference in a
popover

Display the details of the reference in a popover

Disabled

Reference style

Default style when using references

AMA citation style
(default)

 AMA citation style (default) | MLA citation style

Simple wiki ratings

Enable users to rate wiki pages based on a simple
numeric scale. 

Disabled

Wiki rating options

List of options available for the rating of wiki pages

0,1,2,3,4,5

Redirect to similar wiki page

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to a similarly
named page

Disabled

Redirect pages using these
preﬁx-alias semantic links

Comma-separated list of page name preﬁxes for pages
that will be redirected to other pages with a semantic
link

None

Semantic links

Going beyond Backlinks functionality, this allows some
semantic relationships to be deﬁned between wiki pages.

Disabled

Similar pages

Display a list of pages named similarly to the current
page.

Disabled

Similar pages only listed in
same language

When listing similar pages, such as on a "page not
found" page, only display pages in the same language as
the request page.

Disabled

Redirect to page alias, if any

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to an alias
page, if speciﬁed using an alias semantic link

Enabled

Semantic link types to use as
page alias markers

Comma-separated list of semantic links to identify a
page as an alias of another

Alias

WikiWords

Automatically convert \"CamelCase\" words into wiki
links.

Disabled

Accept dashes and
underscores in WikiWords

Enabled

Option

Description

Link plural WikiWords to their
singular forms
Attachments

Enabled

Allow users to upload (attach) ﬁles to a page.

Display by default
Storage

Default

Disabled
Disabled

 Store in database | Store in directory

Path (if stored in directory)

Store in database
None

Images

Allow users to upload images to a page.

Enabled

Use ﬁle galleries to store
images

If not enabled, images will be stored in the ﬁle system, in
the /img/wiki_up directory, instead.

Enabled

Comments below wiki pages

Users with permission may post threaded comments.
The comments will appear at the bottom of the page.

Disabled

Allow comments per wiki
page

Enable control of comments on wiki pages on a per-page
basis.

Disable

 Disable | Enable (default On) | Enable (default Oﬀ)

Display comment list by
default
Display order

Disabled

 Newest ﬁrst | Oldest ﬁrst | Points

Points

Display Post new comment
form by default

Disabled

Enable watches on
comments

Enabled

Number per page

10 comments

Structures

Structures allow grouping any number of wiki pages in a
hierarchy, with a common navigation bar and the option
to print them all together as a single HTML document.

Disabled

Structure navigation bar
location

Display Next and Back buttons, breadcrumbs, and a form
to add a new page.

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Open page as structure

Open a page within its structure (with structure
navigation, etc.), even if no structure parameter is given
in the URL

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Make structure from page

Show a button below each wiki page to allow converting
it from a simple wiki page into the root page of a new
structure

Disabled

Categorize structure pages
together

Place new pages of a structure in the same category as
the structure's root page

Disabled

Structures drill down menu

Ajax-style menu in which the user moves through the
page hierarchy by clicking to reveal the next level down

Disabled

Lock Wiki Structures

Enable users to lock wiki structures and so prevent
others from editing them

Disabled

Create webhelp from
structure

If enabled, the Structure Admin page will include a new
option for generating WebHelp (a self-contained, HTML
“help” version of the wikii structure). Use this option to
distribute wiki pages to oﬄine users in a usable format.

Disabled

Pages can reoccur in
structure

A page can be listed multiple times in a structure

Disabled

Pages not in structure

Users (with permission) can see the sortable, searchable
list of wiki pages (tiki-listpages.php). Use the
Conﬁguration area to specify which items to display.

Disabled

Disable inherited direct
object permissions

Normally pages will inherit object permissions from their
parent page. However, object permissions override
category permissions. So, if you are relying on category
permissions in structures, you may want to consider this
setting, in order to disable inheritance of direct object
permissions when adding pages from a structure

Disabled

Plugin Table of Contents
(Structure)

Display a table of contents of pages in a structure

Enabled

Create watch for author on
page creation

Disabled

Enable watch events when
you are the editor

Disabled

Watch minor edits

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the
namespace separator.

:_:

Option

Description

Default

Hide namespace indicator in
structure path

Hide namespace indicator in structure path.

Disabled

Hide namespace indicator in
page title

Hide namespace indicator in page title.

Disabled

Center text using ::: instead
of ::

Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator.
Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator

Disabled

Page name display stripper

The character(s) to use as a delimiter in the page name.
The portion of the name after the character(s) will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts
with the namespace separator, the namespace is used
and the page name display is not stripped.

None

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Add a slideshow button on
wiki pages

Disabled

Backlinks

Present a list of pages that link to the current page.

Disabled

Backlink page names
maximum displayed length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

0 characters

Show articles

Articles linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show blog posts

Blog posts linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show calendar events

Calendar events with a description linking to a wiki page
are shown as backlinks..

Enabled

Show comments

Comments linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show forum posts

Forum posts linking to a wiki page are shown as
backlinks.

Enabled

Show tracker items

Tracker items linking to a wiki page are shown as
backlinks.

Enabled

Show trackers

Trackers with a description linking to a wiki page are
shown as backlinks.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Show tracker ﬁelds

Tracker ﬁelds with a description linking to a wiki page
are shown as backlinks.

Disabled

Discuss pages on forums

Enabling the option will add, on each wiki page, a
Discuss button that links to a forum thread dedicated to
discussion of the particular page.

Disabled

Forum for discussion
Visibility of discussion

None
Just a button among others (default), or special section
 In the button bar (default) | Special section above button bar

In the button bar
(default)

Export

Users can export individual pages and structure pages
content as a ﬁle (requires tiki_p_admin_wiki permission).

Disabled

Geolocate wiki pages

Provide controls to indicate a geographic location of wiki
pages in the edit form.

Disabled

History

Users (with permission) can see the history of each wiki
page.

Enabled

Maximum number of
versions:

0 for unlimited

0 versions

Keep versions for

Do not delete versions younger than this number of
days.

1 days

View page contributions by
author

Visualize the contributions that diﬀerent authors have
made to a wiki page

Disabled

Display IP address

Disabled

Default diﬀ style

 Only with last version | HTML diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ
by characters | Inline diﬀ | Inline diﬀ by characters | Full side-by-side
diﬀ | Full side-by-side diﬀ by characters | Full inline diﬀ | Full inline diﬀ
by characters | Uniﬁed diﬀ | Side-by-side view

Side-by-side diﬀ

Wiki full history

Record all versions, rather than only when page content
or description changes or when an edit comment is given

Disabled

Import HTML

Enable import of HTML pages. 

Disabled

Import pages
Keywords

Disabled
Allow management of keywords on a per-page basis.

Page creators are
administrators of their pages
Mindmap

Disabled
Disabled

Display in a graphical way the connection among wiki
pages.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Rankings

Users can see several charts or rankings about the page.

Disabled

Rating

Enables adding a poll from the polls feature to a wiki
page. The poll is unique to the page, created from a “poll
template” which is created in the Polls feature: set a
poll’s ‘active’ drop-down to “template”.
Permissions involved: group permissions,
wiki_vote_ratings, wiki_view_ratings, ratings_view_results

Disabled

Sandbox

A special page to test the wiki feature that can edited,
but the content is not saved.

Disabled

Date Field

The ﬁeld indexed as the global "date" ﬁeld
You will need to rebuild the search index after changing
this

Created

 Created | Last Modiﬁed

Use date parameter

Allow wiki page version to be selected from a parameter
"date" on the url.

Disabled

Report it in wiki links

Add the date parameter to wiki links.

Disabled

User's information page

A personal wiki page for each user.

Disabled

Userpage preﬁx

All userpages share a common preﬁx. The page name
will be a concatenation of the preﬁx and the username. A
preﬁx is required.

User:

Users can lock pages

Enable users to lock pages and so prevent others from
editing them

Disabled

View source

Users (with permission) can see the wiki and/or HTML
syntax of the page.

Enabled

Wiki copyright

Apply copyright management preferences to this
feature.

Disabled

Wiki page pagination

Enable the separation of a wiki page's content into a set
of two or more paginated pages.

Disabled

Wiki page separator

The separator to use in wiki page content to mark the
end of each page section

...page...

Wiki references

Permits using references and the reference library.

Disabled

Library references

Enforce library reference as master

Disabled

Display reference in a
popover

Display the details of the reference in a popover

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Reference style

Default style when using references

AMA citation style
(default)

 AMA citation style (default) | MLA citation style

Simple wiki ratings

Enable users to rate wiki pages based on a simple
numeric scale. 

Disabled

Wiki rating options

List of options available for the rating of wiki pages

0,1,2,3,4,5

Redirect to similar wiki page

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to a similarly
named page

Disabled

Redirect pages using these
preﬁx-alias semantic links

Comma-separated list of page name preﬁxes for pages
that will be redirected to other pages with a semantic
link

None

Semantic links

Going beyond Backlinks functionality, this allows some
semantic relationships to be deﬁned between wiki pages.

Disabled

Similar pages

Display a list of pages named similarly to the current
page.

Disabled

Similar pages only listed in
same language

When listing similar pages, such as on a "page not
found" page, only display pages in the same language as
the request page.

Disabled

Redirect to page alias, if any

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to an alias
page, if speciﬁed using an alias semantic link

Enabled

Semantic link types to use as
page alias markers

Comma-separated list of semantic links to identify a
page as an alias of another

Alias

WikiWords

Automatically convert \"CamelCase\" words into wiki
links.

Disabled

Accept dashes and
underscores in WikiWords

Enabled

Link plural WikiWords to their
singular forms

Enabled

Attachments

Allow users to upload (attach) ﬁles to a page.

Display by default
Storage

Disabled
 Store in database | Store in directory

Path (if stored in directory)
Images

Disabled

Store in database
None

Allow users to upload images to a page.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Use ﬁle galleries to store
images

If not enabled, images will be stored in the ﬁle system, in
the /img/wiki_up directory, instead.

Enabled

Comments below wiki pages

Users with permission may post threaded comments.
The comments will appear at the bottom of the page.

Disabled

Allow comments per wiki
page

Enable control of comments on wiki pages on a per-page
basis.

Disable

 Disable | Enable (default On) | Enable (default Oﬀ)

Display comment list by
default
Display order

Disabled

 Newest ﬁrst | Oldest ﬁrst | Points

Points

Display Post new comment
form by default

Disabled

Enable watches on
comments

Enabled

Number per page

10 comments

Structures

Structures allow grouping any number of wiki pages in a
hierarchy, with a common navigation bar and the option
to print them all together as a single HTML document.

Disabled

Structure navigation bar
location

Display Next and Back buttons, breadcrumbs, and a form
to add a new page.

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Open page as structure

Open a page within its structure (with structure
navigation, etc.), even if no structure parameter is given
in the URL

Disabled

Make structure from page

Show a button below each wiki page to allow converting
it from a simple wiki page into the root page of a new
structure

Disabled

Categorize structure pages
together

Place new pages of a structure in the same category as
the structure's root page

Disabled

Structures drill down menu

Ajax-style menu in which the user moves through the
page hierarchy by clicking to reveal the next level down

Disabled

Lock Wiki Structures

Enable users to lock wiki structures and so prevent
others from editing them

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Create webhelp from
structure

If enabled, the Structure Admin page will include a new
option for generating WebHelp (a self-contained, HTML
“help” version of the wikii structure). Use this option to
distribute wiki pages to oﬄine users in a usable format.

Disabled

Pages can reoccur in
structure

A page can be listed multiple times in a structure

Disabled

Pages not in structure

Users (with permission) can see the sortable, searchable
list of wiki pages (tiki-listpages.php). Use the
Conﬁguration area to specify which items to display.

Disabled

Disable inherited direct
object permissions

Normally pages will inherit object permissions from their
parent page. However, object permissions override
category permissions. So, if you are relying on category
permissions in structures, you may want to consider this
setting, in order to disable inheritance of direct object
permissions when adding pages from a structure

Disabled

Plugin Table of Contents
(Structure)

Display a table of contents of pages in a structure

Enabled

Create watch for author on
page creation

Disabled

Enable watch events when
you are the editor

Disabled

Watch minor edits

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the
namespace separator.

:_:

Hide namespace indicator in
structure path

Hide namespace indicator in structure path.

Disabled

Hide namespace indicator in
page title

Hide namespace indicator in page title.

Disabled

Center text using ::: instead
of ::

Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator.
Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Page name display stripper

The character(s) to use as a delimiter in the page name.
The portion of the name after the character(s) will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts
with the namespace separator, the namespace is used
and the page name display is not stripped.

None

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Add a slideshow button on
wiki pages

Disabled

Backlinks

Present a list of pages that link to the current page.

Disabled

Backlink page names
maximum displayed length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

0 characters

Show articles

Articles linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show blog posts

Blog posts linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show calendar events

Calendar events with a description linking to a wiki page
are shown as backlinks..

Enabled

Show comments

Comments linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show forum posts

Forum posts linking to a wiki page are shown as
backlinks.

Enabled

Show tracker items

Tracker items linking to a wiki page are shown as
backlinks.

Enabled

Show trackers

Trackers with a description linking to a wiki page are
shown as backlinks.

Disabled

Show tracker ﬁelds

Tracker ﬁelds with a description linking to a wiki page are
shown as backlinks.

Disabled

Discuss pages on forums

Enabling the option will add, on each wiki page, a Discuss
button that links to a forum thread dedicated to
discussion of the particular page.

Disabled

Forum for discussion

None

Option

Description

Default

Visibility of discussion

Just a button among others (default), or special section

In the button bar
(default)

 In the button bar (default) | Special section above button bar

Export

Users can export individual pages and structure pages
content as a ﬁle (requires tiki_p_admin_wiki permission).

Disabled

Geolocate wiki pages

Provide controls to indicate a geographic location of wiki
pages in the edit form.

Disabled

History

Users (with permission) can see the history of each wiki
page.

Enabled

Maximum number of
versions:

0 for unlimited

0 versions

Keep versions for

Do not delete versions younger than this number of days.

1 days

View page contributions by
author

Visualize the contributions that diﬀerent authors have
made to a wiki page

Disabled

Display IP address

Disabled

Default diﬀ style

 Only with last version | HTML diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ
by characters | Inline diﬀ | Inline diﬀ by characters | Full side-by-side diﬀ
| Full side-by-side diﬀ by characters | Full inline diﬀ | Full inline diﬀ by
characters | Uniﬁed diﬀ | Side-by-side view

Side-by-side diﬀ

Wiki full history

Record all versions, rather than only when page content
or description changes or when an edit comment is given

Disabled

Import HTML

Enable import of HTML pages. 

Disabled

Import pages
Keywords

Disabled
Allow management of keywords on a per-page basis.

Page creators are
administrators of their pages

Disabled
Disabled

Mindmap

Display in a graphical way the connection among wiki
pages.

Disabled

Rankings

Users can see several charts or rankings about the page.

Disabled

Rating

Enables adding a poll from the polls feature to a wiki
page. The poll is unique to the page, created from a “poll
template” which is created in the Polls feature: set a
poll’s ‘active’ drop-down to “template”.
Permissions involved: group permissions,
wiki_vote_ratings, wiki_view_ratings, ratings_view_results

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Sandbox

A special page to test the wiki feature that can edited,
but the content is not saved.

Disabled

Date Field

The ﬁeld indexed as the global "date" ﬁeld
You will need to rebuild the search index after changing
this

Created

 Created | Last Modiﬁed

Use date parameter

Allow wiki page version to be selected from a parameter
"date" on the url.

Disabled

Report it in wiki links

Add the date parameter to wiki links.

Disabled

User's information page

A personal wiki page for each user.

Disabled

Userpage preﬁx

All userpages share a common preﬁx. The page name
will be a concatenation of the preﬁx and the username. A
preﬁx is required.

User:

Users can lock pages

Enable users to lock pages and so prevent others from
editing them

Disabled

View source

Users (with permission) can see the wiki and/or HTML
syntax of the page.

Enabled

Wiki copyright

Apply copyright management preferences to this feature.

Disabled

Wiki page pagination

Enable the separation of a wiki page's content into a set
of two or more paginated pages.

Disabled

Wiki page separator

The separator to use in wiki page content to mark the
end of each page section

...page...

Wiki references

Permits using references and the reference library.

Disabled

Library references

Enforce library reference as master

Disabled

Display reference in a
popover

Display the details of the reference in a popover

Disabled

Reference style

Default style when using references

AMA citation style
(default)

 AMA citation style (default) | MLA citation style

Simple wiki ratings

Enable users to rate wiki pages based on a simple
numeric scale. 

Disabled

Wiki rating options

List of options available for the rating of wiki pages

0,1,2,3,4,5

Redirect to similar wiki page

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to a similarly
named page

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Redirect pages using these
preﬁx-alias semantic links

Comma-separated list of page name preﬁxes for pages
that will be redirected to other pages with a semantic link

None

Semantic links

Going beyond Backlinks functionality, this allows some
semantic relationships to be deﬁned between wiki pages.

Disabled

Similar pages

Display a list of pages named similarly to the current
page.

Disabled

Similar pages only listed in
same language

When listing similar pages, such as on a "page not found"
page, only display pages in the same language as the
request page.

Disabled

Redirect to page alias, if any

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to an alias
page, if speciﬁed using an alias semantic link

Enabled

Semantic link types to use
as page alias markers

Comma-separated list of semantic links to identify a page
as an alias of another

Alias

Attachments

Allow users to upload (attach) ﬁles to a page.

Disabled

Display by default
Storage

Disabled
 Store in database | Store in directory

Path (if stored in directory)

Store in database
None

Images

Allow users to upload images to a page.

Enabled

Use ﬁle galleries to store
images

If not enabled, images will be stored in the ﬁle system, in
the /img/wiki_up directory, instead.

Enabled

Comments below wiki pages

Users with permission may post threaded comments. The
comments will appear at the bottom of the page.

Disabled

Allow comments per wiki
page

Enable control of comments on wiki pages on a per-page
basis.

Disable

 Disable | Enable (default On) | Enable (default Oﬀ)

Display comment list by
default
Display order

Disabled

 Newest ﬁrst | Oldest ﬁrst | Points

Points

Display Post new comment
form by default

Disabled

Enable watches on
comments

Enabled

Option

Description

Number per page

Default
10 comments

Structures

Structures allow grouping any number of wiki pages in a
hierarchy, with a common navigation bar and the option
to print them all together as a single HTML document.

Disabled

Structure navigation bar
location

Display Next and Back buttons, breadcrumbs, and a form
to add a new page.

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Open page as structure

Open a page within its structure (with structure
navigation, etc.), even if no structure parameter is given
in the URL

Disabled

Make structure from page

Show a button below each wiki page to allow converting
it from a simple wiki page into the root page of a new
structure

Disabled

Categorize structure pages
together

Place new pages of a structure in the same category as
the structure's root page

Disabled

Structures drill down menu

Ajax-style menu in which the user moves through the
page hierarchy by clicking to reveal the next level down

Disabled

Lock Wiki Structures

Enable users to lock wiki structures and so prevent
others from editing them

Disabled

Create webhelp from
structure

If enabled, the Structure Admin page will include a new
option for generating WebHelp (a self-contained, HTML
“help” version of the wikii structure). Use this option to
distribute wiki pages to oﬄine users in a usable format.

Disabled

Pages can reoccur in
structure

A page can be listed multiple times in a structure

Disabled

Pages not in structure

Users (with permission) can see the sortable, searchable
list of wiki pages (tiki-listpages.php). Use the
Conﬁguration area to specify which items to display.

Disabled

Disable inherited direct
object permissions

Normally pages will inherit object permissions from their
parent page. However, object permissions override
category permissions. So, if you are relying on category
permissions in structures, you may want to consider this
setting, in order to disable inheritance of direct object
permissions when adding pages from a structure

Disabled

Plugin Table of Contents
(Structure)

Display a table of contents of pages in a structure

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Create watch for author on
page creation

Disabled

Enable watch events when
you are the editor

Disabled

Watch minor edits

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the
namespace separator.

:_:

Hide namespace indicator in
structure path

Hide namespace indicator in structure path.

Disabled

Hide namespace indicator in
page title

Hide namespace indicator in page title.

Disabled

Center text using ::: instead
of ::

Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator.
Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator

Disabled

Page name display stripper

The character(s) to use as a delimiter in the page name.
The portion of the name after the character(s) will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts with
the namespace separator, the namespace is used and
the page name display is not stripped.

None

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Sandbox

A special page to test the wiki feature that can edited,
but the content is not saved.

Disabled

Wiki references

Permits using references and the reference library.

Disabled

Library references

Enforce library reference as master

Disabled

Display reference in a
popover

Display the details of the reference in a popover

Disabled

Reference style

Default style when using references

AMA citation style
(default)

 AMA citation style (default) | MLA citation style

Option

Description

Default

Wiki page pagination

Enable the separation of a wiki page's content into a set
of two or more paginated pages.

Disabled

Wiki page separator

The separator to use in wiki page content to mark the
end of each page section

...page...

Export

Users can export individual pages and structure pages
content as a ﬁle (requires tiki_p_admin_wiki permission).

Disabled

WikiWords

Automatically convert \"CamelCase\" words into wiki
links.

Disabled

Accept dashes and
underscores in WikiWords

Enabled

Link plural WikiWords to their
singular forms

Enabled

History

Users (with permission) can see the history of each wiki
page.

Enabled

Maximum number of
versions:

0 for unlimited

0 versions

Keep versions for

Do not delete versions younger than this number of
days.

1 days

Display IP address

Disabled

Default diﬀ style

 Only with last version | HTML diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ
by characters | Inline diﬀ | Inline diﬀ by characters | Full side-by-side
diﬀ | Full side-by-side diﬀ by characters | Full inline diﬀ | Full inline diﬀ
by characters | Uniﬁed diﬀ | Side-by-side view

Side-by-side diﬀ

Wiki full history

Record all versions, rather than only when page content
or description changes or when an edit comment is given

Disabled

View page contributions by
author

Visualize the contributions that diﬀerent authors have
made to a wiki page

Disabled

Discuss pages on forums

Enabling the option will add, on each wiki page, a
Discuss button that links to a forum thread dedicated to
discussion of the particular page.

Disabled

Forum for discussion
Visibility of discussion

None
Just a button among others (default), or special section
 In the button bar (default) | Special section above button bar

In the button bar
(default)

Option

Description

Default

View source

Users (with permission) can see the wiki and/or HTML
syntax of the page.

Enabled

Rating

Enables adding a poll from the polls feature to a wiki
page. The poll is unique to the page, created from a “poll
template” which is created in the Polls feature: set a
poll’s ‘active’ drop-down to “template”.
Permissions involved: group permissions,
wiki_vote_ratings, wiki_view_ratings, ratings_view_results

Disabled

Simple wiki ratings

Enable users to rate wiki pages based on a simple
numeric scale. 

Disabled

Wiki rating options

List of options available for the rating of wiki pages

0,1,2,3,4,5

Backlinks

Present a list of pages that link to the current page.

Disabled

Backlink page names
maximum displayed length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

0 characters

Show forum posts

Forum posts linking to a wiki page are shown as
backlinks.

Enabled

Show comments

Comments linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show blog posts

Blog posts linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show articles

Articles linking to a wiki page are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Show tracker items

Tracker items linking to a wiki page are shown as
backlinks.

Enabled

Show trackers

Trackers with a description linking to a wiki page are
shown as backlinks.

Disabled

Show tracker ﬁelds

Tracker ﬁelds with a description linking to a wiki page
are shown as backlinks.

Disabled

Show calendar events

Calendar events with a description linking to a wiki page
are shown as backlinks.

Enabled

Semantic links

Going beyond Backlinks functionality, this allows some
semantic relationships to be deﬁned between wiki
pages.

Disabled

Redirect pages using these
preﬁx-alias semantic links

Comma-separated list of page name preﬁxes for pages
that will be redirected to other pages with a semantic
link

None

Option

Description

Default

Similar pages

Display a list of pages named similarly to the current
page.

Disabled

Similar pages only listed in
same language

When listing similar pages, such as on a "page not
found" page, only display pages in the same language as
the request page.

Disabled

Redirect to similar wiki page

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to a similarly
named page

Disabled

Redirect to page alias, if any

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to an alias
page, if speciﬁed using an alias semantic link

Enabled

Semantic link types to use as
page alias markers

Comma-separated list of semantic links to identify a
page as an alias of another

Alias

Rankings

Users can see several charts or rankings about the page.

Disabled

Import HTML

Enable import of HTML pages.

Disabled

Import pages

Disabled

Use date parameter

Allow wiki page version to be selected from a parameter
"date" on the url.

Disabled

Report it in wiki links

Add the date parameter to wiki links.

Disabled

Add a slideshow button on
wiki pages

Disabled

User's information page

A personal wiki page for each user.

Disabled

Userpage preﬁx

All userpages share a common preﬁx. The page name
will be a concatenation of the preﬁx and the username.
A preﬁx is required.

User:

Users can lock pages

Enable users to lock pages and so prevent others from
editing them

Disabled

Page creators are
administrators of their pages

Disabled

Mindmap

Mindmap

Disabled

Wiki copyright

Apply copyright management preferences to this
feature.

Disabled

Attachments

Allow users to upload (attach) ﬁles to a page.

Disabled

Display by default

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Storage

 Store in database | Store in directory

Store in database

Path (if stored in directory)

None

Images

Allow users to upload images to a page.

Enabled

Use ﬁle galleries to store
images

If not enabled, images will be stored in the ﬁle system, in
the /img/wiki_up directory, instead.

Enabled

Comments below wiki pages

Users with permission may post threaded comments.
The comments will appear at the bottom of the page.

Disabled

Display comment list by
default

Disabled

Display Post new comment
form by default

Disabled

Number per page

10 comments

Display order

 Newest ﬁrst | Oldest ﬁrst | Points

Points

Allow comments per wiki
page

Enable control of comments on wiki pages on a per-page
basis.

Disable

 Disable | Enable (default On) | Enable (default Oﬀ)

Enable watches on
comments

Enabled

Structures

Structures allow grouping any number of wiki pages in a
hierarchy, with a common navigation bar and the option
to print them all together as a single HTML document.

Disabled

Open page as structure

Open a page within its structure (with structure
navigation, etc.), even if no structure parameter is given
in the URL

Disabled

Make structure from page

Show a button below each wiki page to allow converting
it from a simple wiki page into the root page of a new
structure

Disabled

Categorize structure pages
together

Place new pages of a structure in the same category as
the structure's root page

Disabled

Lock Wiki Structures

Enable users to lock wiki structures and so prevent
others from editing them

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Create webhelp from
structure

If enabled, the Structure Admin page will include a new
option for generating WebHelp (a self-contained, HTML
“help” version of the wikii structure). Use this option to
distribute wiki pages to oﬄine users in a usable format.

Disabled

Structures drill down menu

Ajax-style menu in which the user moves through the
page hierarchy by clicking to reveal the next level down

Disabled

Pages can reoccur in
structure

A page can be listed multiple times in a structure.

Disabled

Pages not in structure

Users (with permission) can see the sortable, searchable
list of wiki pages (tiki-listpages.php). Use the
Conﬁguration area to specify which items to display.

Disabled

Disable inherited direct
object permissions

Normally pages will inherit object permissions from their
parent page. However, object permissions override
category permissions. So, if you are relying on category
permissions in structures, you may want to consider this
setting, in order to disable inheritance of direct object
permissions when adding pages from a structure

Disabled

Structure navigation bar
location

Display Next and Back buttons, breadcrumbs, and a form
to add a new page.

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Plugin Table of Contents
(Structure)

Display a table of contents that lists the pages in a
structure.

Enabled

Create watch for author on
page creation

Disabled

Enable watch events when
you are the editor

Disabled

Watch minor edits

Disabled

Keywords

Allow management of keywords on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Geolocate wiki pages

Provide controls to indicate a geographic location of wiki
pages in the edit form.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the
namespace separator.

:_:

Hide namespace indicator in
structure path

Hide namespace indicator in structure path.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Hide namespace indicator in
page title

Hide namespace indicator in page title.

Disabled

Center text using ::: instead
of ::

Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator.
Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator

Disabled

Page name display stripper

The character(s) to use as a delimiter in the page name.
The portion of the name after the character(s) will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts
with the namespace separator, the namespace is used
and the page name display is not stripped.

None

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Sandbox

A special wiki page for testing that can edited but not
permanently saved.

Disabled

Wiki references

Permits using references and the reference library.

Disabled

Wiki page pagination

Enables the sectioning of a wiki page’s content into two
or more paginated pages.

Disabled

Wiki page separator

Separator to use in the content of a wiki page to divide
the content into multiple pages.

...page...

Export

Users can export individual pages and structure pages
content as a ﬁle (requires tiki_p_admin_wiki permission).

Disabled

WikiWords

Automatically convert "CamelCase" words into wiki links.

Disabled

Accept dashes and
underscores in WikiWords

Enabled

Link plural WikiWords to their
singular forms

Enabled

History

Users (with permission) can see the history of each Wiki
page.

Enabled

Maximum number of
versions:

0 for unlimited

0 versions

Option

Description

Default

Keep versions for

Never delete versions younger than (? days).

1 days

Display IP address

Disabled

Default diﬀ style

 Only with last version | HTML diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ | Side-by-side
diﬀ by characters | Inline diﬀ | Inline diﬀ by characters | Full side-byside diﬀ | Full side-by-side diﬀ by characters | Full inline diﬀ | Full inline
diﬀ by characters | Uniﬁed diﬀ | Side-by-side view

Side-by-side diﬀ

Wiki full history

Record all versions, rather than only when page content
or description changes or when an edit comment is
given

Disabled

View page contributions by
author

Visualize the contributions that diﬀerent authors have
made to a wiki page

Disabled

Discuss pages on forums

Enabling the option will add a Discuss button on every
Wiki page that links to a forum thread dedicated to
discussion the particular page.

Disabled

Forum for discussion
Visibility of discussion

None
Just a button among others (default), or special section
 In the button bar (default) | Special section above button bar

In the button bar
(default)

View source

Users (with permission) can see the Wiki syntax of the
Wiki page.

Enabled

Rating

This allows you to add a poll from polls feature to any
wiki page. The poll is unique to the page, created from a
“poll template” which is created in the Polls feature: set
a poll’s ‘active’ drop-down to “template”.
Permissions involved: group permissions,
wiki_vote_ratings, wiki_view_ratings, ratings_view_results

Disabled

Simple wiki ratings

Enable users to rate articles based on a simple numeric
scale.

Disabled

Wiki rating options

List of options available for the rating of wiki pages.

0,1,2,3,4,5

Backlinks

Allows users to view a list of pages, called backlinks, that
link to the current page.

Disabled

Name length

Maximum length (in characters) to display before
truncating backlink page names. Use “0” for no
truncating.
If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

0 characters

Option

Description

Default

Semantic links

Going beyond Backlinks functionality, this allows some
semantic relationships to be deﬁned between wiki
pages.

Disabled

Redirect pages using these
preﬁx-alias semantic links

Comma separated list of preﬁxes of which pages will be
redirected to page with semantic link

None

Similar pages

Users can see a listing of pages named similarly to the
current page.

Disabled

Similar pages only listed in
same language

When listing similar pages, such as in missing page 404,
only display pages in the same language as the request.

Disabled

Redirect to similar wiki page

If a requested page doesn’t exist, redirect to a similarly
named page

Disabled

Redirect to page alias, if any

If a requested page doesn’t exist, redirect to an alias
page, if speciﬁed using an alias semantic link

Enabled

Semantic link types to use as
page alias markers

Comma-separated list of semantic links to identify a
page as an alias of another

Alias

Rankings

Users can see several charts or rankings about the page.

Disabled

Import HTML

allow import of HTML pages

Disabled

Import pages

Disabled

Use date parameter

Allow wiki page version to be selected from a parameter
"date" on the url.

Disabled

Report it in wiki links

Add the date parameter to wiki links.

Disabled

Add a slideshow button on
wiki pages

Disabled

User’s information page

A personal wiki page for each user.

Disabled

Userpage preﬁx

All userpages share a common preﬁx. The page name
will be a concatenation of the preﬁx and the username.
A preﬁx is required.

User:

Users can lock pages

Enable users to lock pages and so prevent others from
editing them

Disabled

Page creators are
administrators of their pages
Mindmap

Disabled

Mindmap

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki copyright

Apply copyright management preferences to this
feature.

Disabled

Attachments

Allow users to upload (attach) ﬁles to a page.

Disabled

Display by default
Storage

Disabled
 Store in database | Store in directory

Path (if stored in directory)

Store in database
None

Images

Allow users to upload images to a page.

Enabled

Use ﬁle galleries to store
images

If not enabled, images will be stored in the ﬁle system, in
the /img/wiki_up directory, instead.

Enabled

Comments below wiki pages

Allow users (with permission) to post threaded
comments to a page.

Disabled

Display comment list by
default

Disabled

Display Post new comment
form by default

Disabled

Default number per page

10 comments

Default Ordering

 Newest ﬁrst | Oldest ﬁrst | Points

Points

Allow comments per wiki
page

Enable control for comments on wiki pages individually.

Disable

 Disable | Enable (default On) | Enable (default Oﬀ)

Enable watches on
comments

Enabled

Structures

Structures allow grouping any number of wiki pages in a
hierarchy, with a common navigation bar and the option
to print them all together as a single HTML document

Disabled

Open page as structure

Open a page within its structure (with structure
navigation, etc.), even if no structure parameter is given
in the URL

Disabled

Make structure from page

Show a button below each wiki page to allow converting
it from a simple wiki page into the root page of a new
structure

Disabled

Categorize structure pages
together

Place new pages of a structure in the same category as
the structure’s root page

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Lock Wiki Structures

Enable users to lock wiki structures and so prevent
others from editing them

Disabled

Create webhelp from
structure

If enabled, the Structure Admin page will include a new
option for generating WebHelp (an self-contained, HTML
“help” version of the Wiki structure). Use this option to
distribute Wiki pages to oﬄine users in a usable format.

Disabled

Structures drill down menu

Ajax-style menu in which the user moves through the
page hierarchy by clicking to reveal the next level down

Disabled

Pages can reoccur in
structure

A page can be listed multiple times in a structure

Disabled

Pages not in structure

Users (with permission) can see the sortable, searchable
list of Wiki pages (tiki-listpages.php). Use the
Conﬁguration area to specify which items to display.

Disabled

Disable inherited direct
object permissions

Normally pages will inherit object permissions from their
parent page. However, object permissions override
category permissions. So, if you are relying on category
permissions in structures, you may want to consider this
setting, in order to disable inheritance of direct object
permissions when adding pages from a structure

Disabled

Structure navigation bar
location

Displays Next/Back buttons, breadcrumbs, and form to
add a new page.

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Plugin Table of Contents
(Structure)

Display a table of contents of pages in a structure

Enabled

Create watch for author on
page creation

Disabled

Enable watch events when
you are the editor

Disabled

Watch minor edits

Disabled

Keywords

Allow management of keywords on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Geolocate wiki pages

Provide controls to indicate a geographic location of wiki
pages in the edit form.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the
namespace separator.

:_:

Option

Description

Default

Hide namespace indicator in
structure path

Hide namespace indicator in structure path.

Disabled

Hide namespace indicator in
page title

Hide namespace indicator in page title.

Disabled

Center text using ::: instead
of ::

Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator.
Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator

Disabled

Page name display stripper

Character to use as a delimiter in the page name. The
portion of the name after this character will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts
with the namespace separator, the namespace is used
and the page name display is not stripped

None

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Sandbox

A special wiki page for testing that can edited but not
permanently saved.

Disabled

Wiki references

Permits using references and the reference library.

Disabled

Wiki page pagination

Enables the sectioning of a wiki page's content into two
or more paginated pages.

Disabled

Wiki page separator

Separator to use in the content of a wiki page to divide
the content into multiple pages.

...page...

Dumps

Enable exporting the site as a downloadable archive

Disabled

Export

permit exporting wiki pages

Disabled

WikiWords

Automatically convert \"CamelCase\" words into wiki
links.

Disabled

Accept dashes and
underscores in WikiWords

Enabled

Link plural WikiWords to their
singular forms

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

History

Users (with permission) can see the history of each Wiki
page.

Enabled

Maximum number of
versions:

0 for unlimited versions

0

Keep versions for

Never delete versions younger than (? days), default=1
days

1

Display IP address

Disabled

Default diﬀ style

 Only with last version | HTML diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ | Side-by-side
diﬀ by characters | Inline diﬀ | Inline diﬀ by characters | Full side-byside diﬀ | Full side-by-side diﬀ by characters | Full inline diﬀ | Full inline
diﬀ by characters | Uniﬁed diﬀ | Side-by-side view

Side-by-side diﬀ

Wiki full history

Record all versions, rather than only when page content
or description changes or when an edit comment is
given

Disabled

View page contributions by
author

Visualize the contributions that diﬀerent authors have
made to a wiki page

Disabled

Discuss pages on forums

Include a link on each page to a forum topic.

Disabled

Forum for discussion
Visibility of discussion

None
Just a button among others (default), or special section
 In the button bar (default) | Special section above button bar

In the button bar
(default)

View source

Enable viewing the source of wiki pages

Enabled

Rating

This allows you to add a poll from polls feature to any
wiki page. The poll is unique to the page, created from a
“poll template” which is created in the Polls feature: set
a poll’s ‘active’ drop-down to “template”.
Permissions involved: group permissions,
wiki_vote_ratings, wiki_view_ratings,
ratings_view_results

Disabled

Simple wiki ratings

Enable users to rate articles based on a simple numeric
scale.

Disabled

Wiki rating options

List of options available for the rating of wiki pages.

0,1,2,3,4,5

Backlinks

Allows users to view a list of pages, called backlinks,
that link to the current page.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Name length

Maximum length (in characters) to display before
truncating backlink page names. Use "0" for no
truncating.
If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

0

Semantic links

Going beyond Backlinks functionality, this allows some
semantic relationships to be deﬁned between wiki pages

Disabled

Redirect pages using these
preﬁx-alias semantic links

Comma separated list of preﬁxes of which pages will be
redirected to page with semantic link

None

Similar pages

Users can see a listing of pages named similarly to the
current page.

Disabled

Similar pages only listed in
same language

When listing similar pages, such as in missing page 404,
only display pages in the same language as the request.

Disabled

Redirect to similar wiki page

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to a similarly
named page

Disabled

Redirect to page alias, if any

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to an alias
page, if speciﬁed using an alias semantic link

Enabled

Semantic link types to use as
page alias markers

Comma-separated list of semantic links to identify a
page as an alias of another

Alias

Rankings

Users can see several charts or rankings about the
page.

Disabled

Import HTML

allow import of HTML pages

Disabled

Import pages

Disabled

Use date parameter

Allow wiki page version to be selected from a parameter
"date" on the url.

Disabled

Report it in wiki links

Add the date parameter to wiki links.

Disabled

Add a slideshow button on
wiki pages

Disabled

User's information page

A personal page for the user to manage.

Disabled

Userpage preﬁx

All userpages share a common preﬁx. The page name
will be a concatenation of the preﬁx and the username.
A preﬁx is required.

User:

Users can lock pages

Enable users to lock pages and so prevent others from
editing them

Disabled

Option

Description

Page creators are
administrators of their pages

Default
Disabled

Mindmap

Mindmap

Disabled

Wiki copyright

Apply copyright management preferences to this
feature.

Disabled

Attachments

Allow users to upload (attach) ﬁles to a page.

Disabled

Display by default
Storage

Disabled
 Store in database | Store in directory

Path (if stored in directory)

Store in database
None

Images

Allow users to upload images to a page.

Enabled

Use File Galleries to store
images

If not enabled, images will be stored in the ﬁle system,
in the /img/wiki_up directory, instead.

Enabled

Comments below wiki pages

Allow users (with permission) to post threaded
comments to a page.

Disabled

Display comment list by
default

Disabled

Display Post new comment
form by default

Disabled

Default number per page

10

Default Ordering

 Newest ﬁrst | Oldest ﬁrst | Points

Points

Allow comments per wiki
page

Enable control for comments on wiki pages individually.

Disable

 Disable | Enable (default On) | Enable (default Oﬀ)

Enable watches on comments

Enabled

Structures

Structures allow grouping any number of wiki pages in a
hierarchy, with a common navigation bar and the option
to print them all together as a single HTML document

Disabled

Open page as structure

Open a page within its structure (with structure
navigation, etc.), even if no structure parameter is given
in the URL

Disabled

Make structure from page

Show a button below each wiki page to allow converting
it from a simple wiki page into the root page of a new
structure

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Categorize structure pages
together

Place new pages of a structure in the same category as
the structure's root page

Disabled

Lock Wiki Structures

Enable users to lock wiki structures and so prevent
others from editing them

Disabled

Create webhelp from
structure

If enabled, the Structure Admin page will include a new
option for generating WebHelp (an self-contained, HTML
“help” version of the Wiki structure). Use this option to
distribute Wiki pages to oﬄine users in a usable format.

Disabled

Structures drill down menu

Ajax-style menu in which the user moves through the
page hierarchy by clicking to reveal the next level down

Disabled

Pages can reoccur in
structure

A page can be listed multiple times in a structure

Disabled

Pages not in structure

List pages not in structure

Disabled

Disable inherited direct object
permissions

Normally pages will inherit object permissions from their
parent page. However, object permissions override
category permissions. So, if you are relying on category
permissions in structures, you may want to consider this
setting, in order to disable inheritance of direct object
permissions when adding pages from a structure

Disabled

Structure navigation bar
location

Displays Next/Back buttons, breadcrumbs, and form to
add a new page.

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Plugin Table of Contents
(Structure)

Display a table of contents of pages in a structure

Enabled

Create watch for author on
page creation

Disabled

Enable watch events when
you are the editor

Disabled

Watch minor edits

Disabled

Keywords

Allow management of keywords on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Geolocate wiki pages

Provide controls to indicate a geographic location of wiki
pages in the edit form.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the
namespace separator.

:_:

Option

Description

Default

Hide namespace indicator in
structure path

Hide namespace indicator in structure path.

Disabled

Hide namespace indicator in
page title

Hide namespace indicator in page title.

Disabled

Center text using ::: instead
of ::

Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator.
Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator

Disabled

Page name display stripper

Character to use as a delimiter in the page name. The
portion of the name after this character will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts
with the namespace separator, the namespace is used
and the page name display is not stripped

None

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Sandbox

A special wiki page for testing that can edited but not
permanently saved.

Disabled

Wiki references

Permits using references and the reference library.

Disabled

Wiki page pagination

Enables the sectioning of a wiki page's content into two
or more paginated pages.

Disabled

Wiki page separator

Separator to use in the content of a wiki page to divide
the content into multiple pages.

...page...

Dumps

Enable exporting the site as a downloadable archive

Disabled

Export

permit exporting wiki pages

Disabled

WikiWords

Automatically convert \"CamelCase\" words into wiki
links.

Disabled

Accept dashes and
underscores in WikiWords

Enabled

Link plural WikiWords to their
singular forms

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

History

Users (with permission) can see the history of each Wiki
page.

Enabled

Maximum number of
versions:

0 for unlimited versions

0

Keep versions for

Never delete versions younger than (? days), default=1
days

1

Display IP address

Disabled

Default diﬀ style

 Only with last version | HTML diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ | Side-by-side
diﬀ by characters | Inline diﬀ | Inline diﬀ by characters | Full side-byside diﬀ | Full side-by-side diﬀ by characters | Full inline diﬀ | Full inline
diﬀ by characters | Uniﬁed diﬀ | Side-by-side view

Side-by-side diﬀ

Wiki full history

Record all versions, rather than only when page content
or description changes or when an edit comment is
given

Disabled

View page contributions by
author

Visualize the contributions that diﬀerent authors have
made to a wiki page

Disabled

Discuss pages on forums

Include a link on each page to a forum topic.

Disabled

Forum for discussion
Visibility of discussion

None
Just a button among others (default), or special section
 In the button bar (default) | Special section above button bar

In the button bar
(default)

View source

Enable viewing the source of wiki pages

Enabled

Rating

This allows you to add a poll from polls feature to any
wiki page. The poll is unique to the page, created from a
“poll template” which is created in the Polls feature: set
a poll’s ‘active’ drop-down to “template”.
Permissions involved: group permissions,
wiki_vote_ratings, wiki_view_ratings,
ratings_view_results

Disabled

Simple wiki ratings

Enable users to rate articles based on a simple numeric
scale.

Disabled

Wiki rating options

List of options available for the rating of wiki pages.

0,1,2,3,4,5

Backlinks

Allows users to view a list of pages, called backlinks,
that link to the current page.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Name length

Maximum length (in characters) to display before
truncating backlink page names. Use "0" for no
truncating.
If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

0

Semantic links

Going beyond Backlinks functionality, this allows some
semantic relationships to be deﬁned between wiki pages

Disabled

Redirect pages using these
preﬁx-alias semantic links

Comma separated list of preﬁxes of which pages will be
redirected to page with semantic link

None

Similar pages

Users can see a listing of pages named similarly to the
current page.

Disabled

Similar pages only listed in
same language

When listing similar pages, such as in missing page 404,
only display pages in the same language as the request.

Disabled

Redirect to similar wiki page

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to a similarly
named page

Disabled

Redirect to page alias, if any

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to an alias
page, if speciﬁed using an alias semantic link

Enabled

Semantic link types to use as
page alias markers

Comma-separated list of semantic links to identify a
page as an alias of another

Alias

Rankings

Users can see several charts or rankings about the page.

Disabled

Import HTML

allow import of HTML pages

Disabled

Import pages

Disabled

Use date parameter

Allow wiki page version to be selected from a parameter
"date" on the url.

Disabled

Report it in wiki links

Add the date parameter to wiki links.

Disabled

Add a slideshow button on
wiki pages

Disabled

User's information page

A personal page for the user to manage.

Disabled

Userpage preﬁx

All userpages share a common preﬁx. The page name
will be a concatenation of the preﬁx and the username.
A preﬁx is required.

User:

Users can lock pages

Enable users to lock pages and so prevent others from
editing them

Disabled

Option

Description

Page creators are
administrators of their pages

Default
Disabled

Print

Provide a print icon and layout of the wiki page
formatted for printing

Disabled

MultiPrint

Enable printing of multiple wiki pages as well as an
entire structure of wiki pages as a book in a single HTML
document

Disabled

Print indexed

Print indexed

Disabled

Mindmap

Mindmap

Disabled

Wiki copyright

Apply copyright management preferences to this
feature.

Disabled

Attachments

Allow users to upload (attach) ﬁles to a page.

Disabled

Display by default
Storage

Disabled
 Store in database | Store in directory

Path (if stored in directory)

Store in database
None

Images

Allow users to upload images to a page.

Enabled

Use File Galleries to store
images

If not enabled, images will be stored in the ﬁle system,
in the /img/wiki_up directory, instead.

Enabled

Comments below wiki pages

Allow users (with permission) to post threaded
comments to a page.

Disabled

Display comment list by
default

Disabled

Display Post new comment
form by default

Disabled

Default number per page

10

Default Ordering

 Newest ﬁrst | Oldest ﬁrst | Points

Points

Allow comments per wiki
page

Enable control for comments on wiki pages individually.

Disable

Enable watches on comments

 Disable | Enable (default On) | Enable (default Oﬀ)

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Structures

Structures allow grouping any number of wiki pages in a
hierarchy, with a common navigation bar and the option
to print them all together as a single HTML document

Disabled

Open page as structure

Open a page within its structure (with structure
navigation, etc.), even if no structure parameter is given
in the URL

Disabled

Make structure from page

Show a button below each wiki page to allow converting
it from a simple wiki page into the root page of a new
structure

Disabled

Categorize structure pages
together

Place new pages of a structure in the same category as
the structure's root page

Disabled

Lock Wiki Structures

Enable users to lock wiki structures and so prevent
others from editing them

Disabled

Create webhelp from
structure

If enabled, the Structure Admin page will include a new
option for generating WebHelp (an self-contained, HTML
“help” version of the Wiki structure). Use this option to
distribute Wiki pages to oﬄine users in a usable format.

Disabled

Structures drill down menu

Ajax-style menu in which the user moves through the
page hierarchy by clicking to reveal the next level down

Disabled

Pages can reoccur in
structure

A page can be listed multiple times in a structure

Disabled

Pages not in structure

List pages not in structure

Disabled

Disable inherited direct object
permissions

Normally pages will inherit object permissions from their
parent page. However, object permissions override
category permissions. So, if you are relying on category
permissions in structures, you may want to consider this
setting, in order to disable inheritance of direct object
permissions when adding pages from a structure

Disabled

Structure navigation bar
location

Displays Next/Back buttons, breadcrumbs, and form to
add a new page.

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Plugin Table of Contents
(Structure)
Create watch for author on
page creation

Display a table of contents of pages in a structure

Enabled

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Enable watch events when
you are the editor

Disabled

Watch minor edits

Disabled

Keywords

Allow management of keywords on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Geolocate wiki pages

Provide controls to indicate a geographic location of wiki
pages in the edit form.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the
namespace separator.

:_:

Hide namespace indicator in
structure path

Hide namespace indicator in structure path.

Disabled

Hide namespace indicator in
page title

Hide namespace indicator in page title.

Disabled

Center text using ::: instead
of ::

Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator.
Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator

Disabled

Page name display stripper

Character to use as a delimiter in the page name. The
portion of the name after this character will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts
with the namespace separator, the namespace is used
and the page name display is not stripped

None

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Sandbox

A special wiki page for testing. Users can edit, but not save
the Sandbox.

Disabled

Wiki References

Permits using references and the reference library.

Disabled

Comments below wiki
pages

Allow users (with permission) to post threaded comments
to a page.

Disabled

Display by default

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Display comments form by
default

Disabled

Default number per page
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Default Ordering

 Newest ﬁrst | Oldest ﬁrst | Points

Points

Allow comments per wiki
page

Enable control for comments on wiki pages individually.

Disable

 Disable | Enable (default On) | Enable (default Oﬀ)

Enable watches on
comments
Attachments

Enabled

Allow users to upload (attach) ﬁles to a page.

Display by default
Storage

Disabled
Disabled

 Store in database | Store in directory

Path (if stored in directory)

Store in database
None

Wiki Pagination

Allows to separate a wiki page into a paginated page using
a separator.

Disabled

Wiki page separator

Separator used within the content of a wiki page to split
the content.

...page...

Dumps

allow dumping the Site into a downloadable archive

Disabled

Pictures

Allow users to upload images (pictures) to a page.

Enabled

Use File Galleries to store
pictures

If disabled, pictures will be stored in ../img/wiki_up/..
instead.

Enabled

Export

permit exporting the Wiki

Disabled

WikiWords

Automatically convert words with UpPeR and LoWeR-case
letters into wiki links.

Disabled

Accept dashes and
underscores in WikiWords

Enabled

Link plural WikiWords to
their singular forms

Enabled

History

Users (with permission) can see the history of each Wiki
page.

Enabled

Maximum number of
versions:

0 for unlimited versions

0

Option

Description

Default

Keep versions for

Never delete versions younger than (? days), default=1
days

1

Display IP address

Disabled

Default diﬀ style

 Only with last version | HTML diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ
by characters | Inline diﬀ | Inline diﬀ by characters | Full side-by-side diﬀ |
Full side-by-side diﬀ by characters | Full inline diﬀ | Full inline diﬀ by
characters | Uniﬁed diﬀ | Side-by-side view

Side-by-side diﬀ

Wiki full history

Record all versions, rather than only when page content or
description changes or when an edit comment is given

Disabled

View page contributions by
author

Visualize the contributions of diﬀerent authors made to a
wiki page

Disabled

Discuss pages on forums

Include a link on each page to a forum topic.

Disabled

Forum for discussion

None

View source

enable viewing the source of Wiki pages

Enabled

Rating

This allows you to add a poll from polls feature to any wiki
page. The poll is unique to the page, created from a “poll
template” which is created in the Polls feature: set a poll’s
‘active’ drop-down to “template”.
Permissions involved: group permissions,
wiki_vote_ratings, wiki_view_ratings, ratings_view_results

Disabled

Simple wiki ratings

Enable users to rate articles based on a simple numeric
scale.

Disabled

Wiki rating options

List of options available for the rating of wiki pages.

0,1,2,3,4,5

Backlinks

Allows users to view a list of pages, called backlinks, that
link to the current page.

Disabled

Name length

Maximum length (characters) to display/truncate for
backlink page names. Use "0" for no truncation.
If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

0

Semantic links

Going beyond Backlinks, allows some semantic
relationships to be deﬁned between wiki pages

Disabled

Redirect pages using these
preﬁx alias semantic links

Comma separated list of preﬁxes of which pages will be
redirected to page with semantic link

None

Similar (like pages)

Users can see a listing of pages named similarly to the
current page.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Similar pages only listed in
same language

When listing similar pages, such as in missing page 404,
only display pages in the same language as the request.

Disabled

Redirect to similar wiki
page

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to a similarly
named page

Disabled

Redirect to page alias, if
any

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to an alias page,
if speciﬁed using an alias semantic link

Enabled

Semantic link types to use
as page alias markers

Comma separated list of semantic links to use to identify a
page as an alias to another

Alias

Rankings

Users can see several charts or rankings about the page.

Disabled

Structures

Structures allow grouping many wiki pages with hierarchy,
a common navigation bar and the option to print them all
together as a single html

Disabled

Open page as structure

Opens the structure heading for structure pages, even if
no structure parameter is given in the URL

Disabled

Make structure from page

Show a button below each wiki page to allow converting it
from a simple wiki page into the root page of a new
structure

Disabled

Categorize structure pages
together

Group new pages in the structure under the same
category as the root page of that structure

Disabled

Create webhelp from
structure

If enabled, the Structure Admin page will include a new
option for generating WebHelp (an self-contained, HTML
“help” version of the Wiki structure). Use this option to
distribute Wiki pages to oﬄine users in a usable format.

Disabled

Structures Drill Down Menu

Ajax style drill down menu for structures

Disabled

Pages can re-occur in
structure

A page can occur multiple times in a structure

Disabled

Pages not in structure

List pages not in structure

Disabled

Disable inherited direct
object permissions

Normally pages will inherit object permissions from their
parent page. However, object permissions override
category permissions. So, if you are relying on category
permissions in structures, you may want to consider this
setting, in order to disable inheritance of direct object
permissions when adding pages from a structure

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Structure navigation bar
location

Displays Next/Back buttons, breadcrumbs, and form to add
a new page.

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both

Plugin Table of Contents
(Structure)

Display a table of contents of pages or sub-pages

Enabled

Hide namespace indicator
in structure path

Hide namespace indicator in structure path.

Disabled

Import HTML

allow import of HTML pages

Disabled

Import pages

Disabled

Use date parameter

Allow wiki page version to be selected from a parameter
"date" on the url.

Disabled

Report it in wiki links

Add the date parameter to wiki links.

Disabled

Add a slideshow button on
wiki pages

Disabled

User's page

A personal page for the user to manage.

Disabled

UserPage preﬁx

All user pages share a common preﬁx. The concatenation
of the preﬁx and the username will generate the page
name. The preﬁx cannot be empty.

User:

Users can lock pages

permit users to lock individual pages

Disabled

Page creators are admin of
their pages

Disabled

Print

enable printing of the Wiki

Disabled

MultiPrint

Permit printing of multiple Wiki pages as well as entire
structures of wiki pages as a book in a single html

Disabled

Print Indexed

Print Indexed

Disabled

Mindmap

Mindmap

Disabled

Morcego 3D browser

Visualize relationships between wiki pages, in a 3D applet

Disabled

Create watch for author on
page creation

Disabled

Enable watch events when I
am the editor

Disabled

Option

Description

Watch minor edits

Default
Disabled

Keywords

Allow to manage keywords on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Geolocate wiki pages

Provide controls to geolocate wiki pages from the edit
functionality.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the
namespace separator.

:_:

Center text using ::: instead
of ::

Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator.
Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator

Disabled

Page name display stripper

Character to use as a delimiter in the page name. The
portion of the name after this character will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts with
the namespace separator, the namespace is used and the
page name display is not stripped

None

Option

Description

Default

Sandbox

A special wiki page for testing. Users can edit, but not save
the Sandbox.

Disabled

Wiki References

Permits using references and the reference library.

Disabled

Comments below wiki
pages

Allow users (with permission) to post threaded comments
to a page.

Disabled

Display by default

Disabled

Display comments form by
default

Disabled

Default number per page

10

Default Ordering

 Newest ﬁrst | Oldest ﬁrst | Points

Points

Allow comments per wiki
page

Enable control for comments on wiki pages individually.

Disable

Enable watches on
comments

 Disable | Enable (default On) | Enable (default Oﬀ)

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Attachments

Allow users to upload (attach) ﬁles to a page.

Disabled

Display by default
Storage

Disabled
 Store in database | Store in directory

Path (if stored in directory)

Store in database
None

Wiki Pagination

Allows to separate a wiki page into a paginated page using
a separator.

Disabled

Wiki page separator

Separator used within the content of a wiki page to split
the content.

...page...

Dumps

allow dumping the Site into a downloadable archive

Disabled

Pictures

Allow users to upload images (pictures) to a page.

Enabled

Use File Galleries to store
pictures

If disabled, pictures will be stored in ../img/wiki_up/..
instead.

Enabled

Export

permit exporting the Wiki

Disabled

WikiWords

Automatically convert words with UpPeR and LoWeR-case
letters into wiki links.

Disabled

Accept dashes and
underscores in WikiWords

Enabled

Link plural WikiWords to
their singular forms

Enabled

History

Users (with permission) can see the history of each Wiki
page.

Enabled

Maximum number of
versions:

0 for unlimited versions

0

Keep versions for

Never delete versions younger than (? days), default=1
days

1

Display IP address

Disabled

Default diﬀ style

 Only with last version | HTML diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ
by characters | Inline diﬀ | Inline diﬀ by characters | Full side-by-side diﬀ |
Full side-by-side diﬀ by characters | Full inline diﬀ | Full inline diﬀ by
characters | Uniﬁed diﬀ | Side-by-side view

Side-by-side diﬀ

Wiki full history

Record all versions, rather than only when page content or
description changes or when an edit comment is given

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

View page contributions by
author

Visualize the contributions of diﬀerent authors made to a
wiki page

Disabled

Discuss pages on forums

Include a link on each page to a forum topic.

Disabled

Forum for discussion

None

View source

enable viewing the source of Wiki pages

Enabled

Rating

This allows you to add a poll from polls feature to any wiki
page. The poll is unique to the page, created from a “poll
template” which is created in the Polls feature: set a poll’s
‘active’ drop-down to “template”.
Permissions involved: group permissions,
wiki_vote_ratings, wiki_view_ratings, ratings_view_results

Disabled

Simple wiki ratings

Enable users to rate articles based on a simple numeric
scale.

Disabled

Wiki rating options

List of options available for the rating of wiki pages.

0,1,2,3,4,5

Backlinks

Allows users to view a list of pages, called backlinks, that
link to the current page.

Disabled

Name length

Maximum length (characters) to display/truncate for
backlink page names. Use "0" for no truncation.
If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

0

Semantic links

Going beyond Backlinks, allows some semantic
relationships to be deﬁned between wiki pages

Disabled

Redirect pages using these
preﬁx alias semantic links

Comma separated list of preﬁxes of which pages will be
redirected to page with semantic link

None

Similar (like pages)

Users can see a listing of pages named similarly to the
current page.

Disabled

Similar pages only listed in
same language

When listing similar pages, such as in missing page 404,
only display pages in the same language as the request.

Disabled

Redirect to similar wiki
page

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to a similarly
named page

Disabled

Redirect to page alias, if
any

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to an alias page,
if speciﬁed using an alias semantic link

Enabled

Semantic link types to use
as page alias markers

Comma separated list of semantic links to use to identify a
page as an alias to another

Alias

Option

Description

Default

Rankings

Users can see several charts or rankings about the page.

Disabled

Structures

Structures allow grouping many wiki pages with hierarchy,
a common navigation bar and the option to print them all
together as a single html

Disabled

Open page as structure

Opens the structure heading for structure pages, even if
no structure parameter is given in the URL

Disabled

Make structure from page

Show a button below each wiki page to allow converting it
from a simple wiki page into the root page of a new
structure

Disabled

Categorize structure pages
together

Group new pages in the structure under the same
category as the root page of that structure

Disabled

Create webhelp from
structure

If enabled, the Structure Admin page will include a new
option for generating WebHelp (an self-contained, HTML
“help” version of the Wiki structure). Use this option to
distribute Wiki pages to oﬄine users in a usable format.

Disabled

Structures Drill Down Menu

Ajax style drill down menu for structures

Disabled

Pages can re-occur in
structure

A page can occur multiple times in a structure

Disabled

Pages not in structure

List pages not in structure

Disabled

Disable inherited direct
object permissions

Normally pages will inherit object permissions from their
parent page. However, object permissions override
category permissions. So, if you are relying on category
permissions in structures, you may want to consider this
setting, in order to disable inheritance of direct object
permissions when adding pages from a structure

Disabled

Structure navigation bar
location

Displays Next/Back buttons, breadcrumbs, and form to add
a new page.

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both

Plugin Table of Contents
(Structure)

Display a table of contents of pages or sub-pages

Enabled

Hide namespace indicator
in structure path

Hide namespace indicator in structure path.

Disabled

Import HTML

allow import of HTML pages

Disabled

Import pages

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Use date parameter

Allow wiki page version to be selected from a parameter
"date" on the url.

Disabled

Report it in wiki links

Add the date parameter to wiki links.

Disabled

Add a slideshow button on
wiki pages

Disabled

User's page

A personal page for the user to manage.

Disabled

UserPage preﬁx

All user pages share a common preﬁx. The concatenation
of the preﬁx and the username will generate the page
name. The preﬁx cannot be empty.

User:

Users can lock pages

permit users to lock individual pages

Disabled

Page creators are admin of
their pages

Disabled

Print

enable printing of the Wiki

Disabled

MultiPrint

Permit printing of multiple Wiki pages as well as entire
structures of wiki pages as a book in a single html

Disabled

Print Indexed

Print Indexed

Disabled

Mindmap

Mindmap

Disabled

Morcego 3D browser

Visualize relationships between wiki pages, in a 3D applet

Disabled

Create watch for author on
page creation

Disabled

Enable watch events when I
am the editor

Disabled

Watch minor edits

Disabled

Keywords

Allow to manage keywords on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Geolocate wiki pages

Provide controls to geolocate wiki pages from the edit
functionality.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the
namespace separator.

:_:

Option

Description

Default

Center text using ::: instead
of ::

Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator.
Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator

Disabled

Page name display stripper

Character to use as a delimiter in the page name. The
portion of the name after this character will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts with
the namespace separator, the namespace is used and the
page name display is not stripped

None
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Option

Description

Default

Sandbox

A special wiki page for testing. Users can edit, but not save
the Sandbox.

Disabled

Wiki References

Permits using references and the reference library.

Disabled

Comments below wiki
pages

Allow users (with permission) to post threaded comments
to a page.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Display by default

Disabled

Display comments form by
default

Disabled

Default number per page

10

Default Ordering

 Newest ﬁrst | Oldest ﬁrst | Points

Points

Allow comments per wiki
page

Enable control for comments on wiki pages individually.

Disable

 Disable | Enable (default On) | Enable (default Oﬀ)

Enable watches on
comments
Attachments

Enabled

Allow users to upload (attach) ﬁles to a page.

Display by default
Storage

Disabled
Disabled

 Store in database | Store in directory

Path (if stored in directory)

Store in database
None

Wiki Pagination

Allows to separate a wiki page into a paginated page using
a separator.

Disabled

Wiki page separator

Separator used within the content of a wiki page to split
the content.

...page...

Dumps

allow dumping the Site into a downloadable archive

Disabled

Pictures

Allow users to upload images (pictures) to a page.

Enabled

Use File Galleries to store
pictures

If disabled, pictures will be stored in ../img/wiki_up/..
instead.

Enabled

Export

permit exporting the Wiki

Disabled

WikiWords

Automatically convert words with UpPeR and LoWeR-case
letters into wiki links.

Disabled

Accept dashes and
underscores in WikiWords

Enabled

Link plural WikiWords to
their singular forms

Enabled

History

Users (with permission) can see the history of each Wiki
page.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Maximum number of
versions:

0 for unlimited versions

0

Keep versions for

Never delete versions younger than (? days), default=1
days

1

Display IP address

Disabled

Default diﬀ style

 Only with last version | HTML diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ | Side-by-side diﬀ
by characters | Inline diﬀ | Inline diﬀ by characters | Full side-by-side diﬀ |
Full side-by-side diﬀ by characters | Full inline diﬀ | Full inline diﬀ by
characters | Uniﬁed diﬀ | Side-by-side view

Side-by-side diﬀ

Wiki full history

Record all versions, rather than only when page content or
description changes or when an edit comment is given

Disabled

View page contributions by
author

Visualize the contributions of diﬀerent authors made to a
wiki page

Disabled

Discuss pages on forums

Include a link on each page to a forum topic.

Disabled

Forum for discussion

None

View source

enable viewing the source of Wiki pages

Enabled

Rating

This allows you to add a poll from polls feature to any wiki
page. The poll is unique to the page, created from a “poll
template” which is created in the Polls feature: set a poll’s
‘active’ drop-down to “template”.
Permissions involved: group permissions,
wiki_vote_ratings, wiki_view_ratings, ratings_view_results

Disabled

Simple wiki ratings

Enable users to rate articles based on a simple numeric
scale.

Disabled

Wiki rating options

List of options available for the rating of wiki pages.

0,1,2,3,4,5

Backlinks

Allows users to view a list of pages, called backlinks, that
link to the current page.

Disabled

Name length

Maximum length (characters) to display/truncate for
backlink page names. Use "0" for no truncation.
If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

0

Semantic links

Going beyond Backlinks, allows some semantic
relationships to be deﬁned between wiki pages

Disabled

Redirect pages using these
preﬁx alias semantic links

Comma separated list of preﬁxes of which pages will be
redirected to page with semantic link

None

Option

Description

Default

Similar (like pages)

Users can see a listing of pages named similarly to the
current page.

Disabled

Similar pages only listed in
same language

When listing similar pages, such as in missing page 404,
only display pages in the same language as the request.

Disabled

Redirect to similar wiki
page

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to a similarly
named page

Disabled

Redirect to page alias, if
any

If a requested page doesn't exist, redirect to an alias page,
if speciﬁed using an alias semantic link

Enabled

Semantic link types to use
as page alias markers

Comma separated list of semantic links to use to identify a
page as an alias to another

Alias

Rankings

Users can see several charts or rankings about the page.

Disabled

Structures

Structures allow grouping many wiki pages with hierarchy,
a common navigation bar and the option to print them all
together as a single html

Disabled

Open page as structure

Opens the structure heading for structure pages, even if
no structure parameter is given in the URL

Disabled

Make structure from page

Show a button below each wiki page to allow converting it
from a simple wiki page into the root page of a new
structure

Disabled

Categorize structure pages
together

Group new pages in the structure under the same
category as the root page of that structure

Disabled

Create webhelp from
structure

If enabled, the Structure Admin page will include a new
option for generating WebHelp (an self-contained, HTML
“help” version of the Wiki structure). Use this option to
distribute Wiki pages to oﬄine users in a usable format.

Disabled

Structures Drill Down Menu

Ajax style drill down menu for structures

Disabled

Pages can re-occur in
structure

A page can occur multiple times in a structure

Disabled

Pages not in structure

List pages not in structure

Disabled

Disable inherited direct
object permissions

Normally pages will inherit object permissions from their
parent page. However, object permissions override
category permissions. So, if you are relying on category
permissions in structures, you may want to consider this
setting, in order to disable inheritance of direct object
permissions when adding pages from a structure

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Structure navigation bar
location

Displays Next/Back buttons, breadcrumbs, and form to add
a new page.

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both

Plugin Table of Contents
(Structure)

Display a table of contents of pages or sub-pages

Enabled

Hide namespace indicator
in structure path

Hide namespace indicator in structure path.

Disabled

Import HTML

allow import of HTML pages

Disabled

Import pages

Disabled

Use date parameter

Allow wiki page version to be selected from a parameter
"date" on the url.

Disabled

Report it in wiki links

Add the date parameter to wiki links.

Disabled

Add a slideshow button on
wiki pages

Disabled

User's page

A personal page for the user to manage.

Disabled

UserPage preﬁx

All user pages share a common preﬁx. The concatenation
of the preﬁx and the username will generate the page
name. The preﬁx cannot be empty.

User:

Users can lock pages

permit users to lock individual pages

Disabled

Page creators are admin of
their pages

Disabled

Print

enable printing of the Wiki

Disabled

MultiPrint

Permit printing of multiple Wiki pages as well as entire
structures of wiki pages as a book in a single html

Disabled

Print Indexed

Print Indexed

Disabled

Mindmap

Mindmap

Disabled

Morcego 3D browser

Visualize relationships between wiki pages, in a 3D applet

Disabled

Create watch for author on
page creation

Disabled

Enable watch events when I
am the editor

Disabled

Option

Description

Watch minor edits

Default
Disabled

Keywords

Allow to manage keywords on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Geolocate wiki pages

Provide controls to geolocate wiki pages from the edit
functionality.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the
namespace separator.

:_:

Center text using ::: instead
of ::

Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator.
Useful to avoid conﬂicts with C++ scope operators or
default namespace separator

Disabled

Page name display stripper

Character to use as a delimiter in the page name. The
portion of the name after this character will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts with
the namespace separator, the namespace is used and the
page name display is not stripped

None

